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SIMs (slave interface devices) - The SIMs (slave interface devices) provided on the EoC product is a master unit that offers interfaces for Ethernet over Coax, and can be used with up to 128 slave units. An EoC master unit offers interfaces for Ethernet over Coax and two
coaxial ports (input and output) for broadcast (supply) / receive signals. The multiple SIMs units can be used to increase the coverage of the EoC in a specific area, as it will be simpler and more cost-effective for cable operators to carry an Ethernet over coax out to the

customer instead of replacing the broadcast amplifier or the impedance matching section. When the connection between devices of the network is a single-channel, the configuration is often called single slave mode. When the connection between devices of the network is
multichannel, the configuration is often called multislave mode. In single slave, the slave device will wait for instructions, whereas in multislave slave device will perform a task in parallel with other devices. In order to ensure the master device manage the network, the
slave device should provide a certain amount of input and output. Some types of the slave devices are call Mini MAC, MAC, or hub. Here, one of the above outlined examples is made mandatory. The minimum requirement for CANopen based applications is to connect all

slave transmitters to one repeater. The master contains the central clock. Each slave needs a repeater and one slave is required that contains one repeater.
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